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ABSTRACT 
Let Q be a complete discrete valuation ring. Let rr be a prime element in Q. Write 
P = ~rQ. For n = 1,2 ..... let Q. be the factor ring Q I P". Let G = G13(Qn ). Denote 
by M n the G-module of 3)< 3 matrices over Q. modulo scalar matrices. Canonical 
forms are found for every element in Mn, and it is shown that there exist five sets of 
similarity classes. Some results about the general case of N × N matrices over Q also 
are proved. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let G = GI . (Q),  where Q is a complete discrete valuation ring with 
valuation v. Fix a prime tr ~ Q. Every x ~ Q can be written as x = fr"u with 
n = v(x) and u a unit, i.e., v (u )=0.  By convention v(0)= + oo. Also 
v(x + y) >~ inf(v(x), v(y)) [7]. Let e = (~r). For n = 1,2 . . . . .  let Q. = Q I e". 
Let G. = GIN(Q. ). Denote by MN(Q. ) the ring of matrices with entries in 
Q.. This is a Gn-module under conjugation. The set of scalar matrices Q.I, 
where I is the identity matrix, forms a G.-submodule of MN(Q. ). Thus we 
- -N  obtain the factor module M.  = MN(Qn)/Q.I. 
P. c .  Kutzko [4] has developed a method based on the knowledge of the 
- -N  similarity classes over M.  to calculate the linear representations of G. No 
- -N  canonical forms are known for matrices in M. .  Kutzko has found the 
similarity classes when N--- 2. 
In this paper we find canonical forms and the similarity classes for the 
case N = 3. 
We also present some results about the general case of N × N matrices. 
We denote by M.  the module M3(Q.)/Q.I .  We write det A, fA, and tA 
for the determinant of A, the characteristic polynomial of A, and the 
transpose of A respectively. The notation A (mod ~r ~) will denote a matrix A 
with entries in Q (mod ~r"). Throughout this paper we consider only 
commutative rings with identity. 
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1. CANONICAL FORMS IN M n 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say that two matrices A, B in MN(Q,  ) are similar in 
M~ if they lie in the same G,-orbit. In effect A and B are similar in 2~ if 
there exists a matrix P in G, and a scalar c in Q, such that B - cI  = PAP - 1 
The matrix P will be called a change of basis matrix. It is easy to show that if  
A and B are similar in M~, then they are similar in 2~_  l [6, Lemma 2.4]. 
1.1. Decomposable and Cyclic Matrices 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be an N × N matrix with entries in a ring R. If A 
is similar to a matrix in the form 
AOt 
then A will be called decomposable. Some matrices are decomposable in
MN(QI ) are also decomposable in MN(Q,  ), n > 1. We will give conditions 
under which this is true in Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 below. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let  Ms× t be the vector space ors  × t matrices over a f ield F. 
Let  A ~ Mm× m and D ~ M,× r. Assume that one o f  them is invertible and that 
fA and fD are relatively prime. Then the map U --* UD - A U is an isomor- 
phism o f  M m × ~ onto M m × ~. 
Proof. Suppose that the map has nonzero kernel. Then there exists a 
nonzero U such that UD = A U. In other words one of the eigenvalues of the 
map U--* A -1UD is 1. Let a i and dj be the eigenvalues of A and D 
respectively. Observe that the map above is the transformation whose matrix 
is the Kronecker product of A -  1 and D [3]. Hence the eigenvalues of the map 
are precisely the products a~ ld i. Therefore, there exist i and j such that 
a i = df  Since fA and fo  are relatively prime, this is a contradiction. • 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Consider the matrices A,  B, C and D with entries in Q 
(mod ~r"). Let  A be m × m, B m × r, C r × m, and D r × r. Assume that fA 
and fD are relatively prime (mod ~r ). Then the matrix F given by 
A ~n- IB)  
~" -1C D 
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is similar to the matrix G given by 
o). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 we can pick U so that AU-  UD = B and V so that 
DV - VA = C; then the matrix 
~r"- lU ) Im×m = P 
qr n - I V I t×  r 
is invertible and PF = GP, as we can readily check. • 
Cotaota~a~Y 1.5. Let A ~ MN(Q,  ). I f  f A = flf~ (mod 7r) with f l  and f2 
relatively prime polynomials, then A is decomposable. 
Proof. Since fx and f2 are relatively prime, A is decomposable (mod ~r) 
[1, p. 180]. Assume that A is decomposable (mod ~r"- 1). Thus A is similar to 
a matrix of the form 
7r" - IC A~ 
in MN(Q, ). We may assume that A 1 is invertible. (We can add some scalar 
matrix ff necessary.) Thus A is decomposable by Proposition 1.4. • 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let A be an N × N matrix over a ring R. A is cyclic if 
there exists a basis vl, v 2 . . . . .  v N for R N such that 
viA---vi+ 1, i=1  . . . . .  N -1 .  
The element vt is called a cyclic vector for A. It is easy to see that A is similar 
to a matrix in the form 
0 1 0 . . .  0 
0 0 1 . . .  0 
0 0 0 . . .  1 
al a2 a3 • . .  a n 
We denote this matrix by C. 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let A ~ MN(Qn), n > 1. I f  A is cyclic in MN(Qk ) for 
some k, k < n, then A is cyclic in MN(Qk+I ). 
Proof. Since A is similar to C in MN(Qk), A has the form C + ~kB in 
MN(Qk+I ) with B in MN(Qk+I ). The vector (1,0 ... . .  0) is cyclic for C + vrkB. 
From now on we will be concerned with 3 × 3 matrices with entries in Q 
(mod vr"). The vectors (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1) will be denoted by e 1, e 2, and 
e a respectively. Denote by ] the matrix 
(ix 0) 0 0 • 
0 0 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Unless A is similar to ] (mod ,r), A is either cyclic or 
decomposable in M n. 
Proof. I f~  is irreducible (mod ~r), then A is cyclic in M l [1, p. 199]. By 
Proposition 1.7, A is cyclic for n > 1. If fa(X)= (X -  a)h(x) (mod ~r) with 
h(a) * O, then A is decomposable by Corollary 1.5. If fA(X)= (X -- a) 3 (mod 
~r), then by subtracting the scalar aI we get a nilpotent matrix with character- 
istic polynomial x3 (mod ,r). If the minimal polynomial is x a (mod ~r), then 
the matrix is cyclic. If the minimal polynomial is x 2 (mod ,r), the matrix is 
similar to 1 (mod ,r). • 
Now we will try to find a canonical form for a matrix A which is similar to 
1 (rood or). The matrices under consideration have entries in Q (mod ~r "). 
LEMMA 1.9. I rA  similar to I (rood ~r), then A is similar to 1+ B (mod 
~r "), where B is a matrix with first row equal to (0, O, 0). 
Proof. A is similar to D = 1 + 7rH, for some 3 × 3 matrix H. By using the 
basis e 1, elD, e 3 we see that D is similar to J+  B, where B has first row equal 
to zero. • 
DEFINITION i.i0. Let n >i 2. Let A be a matrix over Q (mod vr"). A will 
be called essentially cyclic ff there exists a basis vl, v v v 3 for Qn 3 such that 
v IA= v 2 , 
v2A=~kv3 (I) 
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or  
viA = ,n'/l)2 ' 
v2A=v3,  (II) 
where k, I are positive integers, less than n. If such a basis exists, then we will 
call v 1 an essentially cyclic vector for A. 




with a, b, and c in Q (mod ~rn). We denote this type by El(a, b, c), and we 
call it essentially cyclic of  type I. Now in the case (II) the matrix has the form 
o) z 1 
with x, y, z in Q (mod ~r"). We denote this matrix by E2(x, y, z), and we call 
it essentially cyclic of  type H. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. I rA  is essentially cyclic in M.ofor some n o, then A is 
essentially cyclic in M., n > n o. 
m 
Proof. A is similar to El(a, b, c) or A is similar to E2( a, b, c) i n  Mno. 
Then in M.,  A is similar to 
E l (a ,  b, c)  + or"0 B for some B 
or  
Ee(a,b,c)+~r"oC for some C. 
m 
In each case we can check that e I is essentially cyclic for A in M.,  n > no. • 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let A be similar to 1 (mod ~r"). Then A is essentially 
cyclic or decomposable in M.+ 1. 
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Proof. By Lemma 1.9 we may write 
A= 
0 1 0 
7rnbg.1 ~rnbz~ 7rnb23 
qrnb31 7rnb32 ~'nb33 
If bz3 is a unit, then e 1 is an essentially cyclic vector for A. Therefore, we may 
assume that b~3 = 0 (mod ~r). 
If b31 is a unit, then e 3 is an essentially cyclic vector. Thus we may, as 
well, assume b31 = 0 (mod ~r). 
If in addition b32 - 0 (mod ~r), then A clearly is decomposable. If bz2 is a 
unit, then we take the vector w = - ~rnb39el + e 3. Now el, e~, w are linearly 
independent, and we get 
e lA  ~- e 2 , 
eoA = ~rnb21el + qr~bz~e~, 
wA = ~rn b23 w. 
Thus, A also is decomposable. 
COROLLARY 1.13. Let A be a 3 ×3 matrix with entries in Q (mod ~r2). I f  
A is similar to ] in M1, then A is decomposable or essentially cyclic. 
Our next problem is therefore to describe a nilpotent matrix similar to J 
(mod ~r) which is decomposable on M.,  but is not decomposable on M k for 
k > n and is not essentially cyclic. 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Let A be similar to ] (mod 7r ). Let n be such that A is 
decomposable on M n and it is not decomposable on M,+ I. Then in Mn+ 1 
either A or the transpose tA is essentially cyclic. 
Proof. By adding a suitable scalar matrix it is easy to see that any 
decomposable 3 × 3 matrix with entries in Q (mod 7r n) Can be written as 
( 10) 
A= s 0 . 
0 0 
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If r is nonzero, then the vector - se~ + e 2 + e a is essentially cyclic for A. We 
may assume, then, that r =-0 (mod ~r"). We consider the matrix A + ~r"B 
(rood 7r"+l). By I.emma 1.9 we can write this matrix as 
0 1 0 ] 
N = Ir"b~a t ~r"bza 
~rnb31 7rnbag. vr"ba3 ] 
where v(t) < n. 
By using the same technique we have used in Proposition 1.12, we finally 
may reduce N to the form 
0 1 0 
0 s tr"bz3 
0 0 0 
with v(s)  < n. 
We will show later, in Proposition 2.15, that no matrix like this is essentially 
cyclic in M---,+ 1 unless v(s z) >1 n. 
However, the transpose is essentially cyclic. The vector e 3 is an essentially 
cyclic vector. • 
We have now a description for every element in M,. We summarize this 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.15. Let A be a 3x3 matrix with entries Q (mod vrn). 
Assume A is not a scalar matrix. Then A has one of  the following forms: A is 
cyclic; A is decomposable; A is essentially cyclic; A is neither of  the previous 
forms, but tA is essentially cyclic. 
Proof. Assume that fA is irreducible (mod vr), or fA(x)= (x -  a)g(x) 
(mod qr) and g(a)*  0. Then A is cyclic or A is decomposable by Proposition 
1.8. If fa(x) = x 3 (mod ~r), then A is either cyclic or decomposable, or A is 
essentially cyclic, or tA is essentially cyclic, by Propositions 1.8, 1.12, and 
1.14. Since those are all the different possible forms of fA (mod ~r), the 
theorem has been proved. • 
2. CLASSES IN M, 
We have seen that there are five different canonical forms for elements in 
M,, namely decomposable, cyclic, essentially cyclic of type I, essentially 
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cyclic of type II, and the type of matrix which is similar to none of the above 
forms, but whose transpose is essentially cyclic. These different sets have 
nonempty intersection. Furthermore the essentially cyclic form is not unique. 
Therefore to get the similarity classes we need to construct disjoint sets. In 
addition it is desirable to determine some type of uniqueness for the essen- 
tially cyclic form. 
Let a ~ Q (mod 7rn), v(a) the valuation of a, and let l be a nonnegative 
integer. Even though rr is not a unit, the formal expression a/~r; will be 
defined whenever v( a ) >i I. If v( a ) < 1 then the expression a/Ir I will not be 
defined. When v(a)>I l, sometimes we will use the notation ¢rt I a. 
2.1 Minimum Exponent for ~r 
If a matrix A is essentially cyclic of type I [respectively type II] with 
exponent of ¢r equal to k, we will say that A is similar to El(a, b, c) 
[respectively E2(a, b, c)] with exponent k. Let us assume that a matrix is 
similar to El(ai, b~,ci) with exponent k~ i=1,2  ..... We will take k= 
min(k 1, k 2 .... ), and k will be called the minimum exponent for ~r. The same 
convention applies ff a matrix is similar to Ez(a~, b i, q)  with exponent ki, 
i = 1,2 ..... 
We will be able to determine when the exponent of ~r is minimum by 
looking at the valuations of the coefficients in the third row of the matrix, 
considered as elements of Q (mod ~rn). 
We will use the well-known property of a local ring Q: If x + y is a trait in 
Q, then either x is a unit or y is a unit [2]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be similar to Ea(a, b, c) with exponent k. Then k 
is minimum i f  and only i f  either v( c2) >~ k or v(a + bc ) < v( c2). 
Proof. Suppose that k is minimum and that v( c 2) < k and v( a + bc ) >1 
v(c2). Then v(a)>~ v(c) and v(ac)>~ v(cg). Let v(cZ)= 1 < k. Let P be the 
matrix 
u 0 1 
a u+b c 
ca a + cb c a 7rk( u + b) 
~.l 771 qTl q?l 
where u is a unit such that 
ca  u ~, ~; ( + b) (mod ~) is not zero (mod qr). 
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A matrix is invertible ff and only if the determinant is a unit [5, p. 334], thus P 
is invertible. 
Let B=Ex(a l rk - l ,b~rk- t ,c )  with exponent I. Then one checks that 
PA = BP. Therefore, A is similar to B and k is not minimum. 
Conversely, suppose v(c 2) >! k or v(a + bc)< v(c2). Suppose that there 
exists 1 < k such that l is the minimum exponent. Then A is similar to 
El(r, s, t) with exponent I. We can check that any change of basis matrix 
must be of the form 
Xl X2 ~3 
Xaa X 1 + bx 3 ~kx 2 + CX 3 
a(xz~ k + cx3) (a + cb)x a + ~kx~b cZxa + ~k(x,  + bx 3 + x2c ) 
Since the row vectors must be linearly independent on Qa, at least one 
component must be a unit. From the second row we see that x I + bx 3 is a 
unit; and one checks that the determinant is 
( c~xl caxa ) (mod ~r). 
(x 1+ bxa)x 3 ~rl rr l 
We may assrame that V(Xa) = 0. In fact ff v(x3) > 0 then we can replace x3 by 
xa/Ir and l by l -  1 in the change of basis matrix above, showing that the 
matrix A is similar to a first type matrix with exponent l - 1. This contradicts 
the minimality of I. Thus x 3 is a unit. Now we show that v(ca) > I. Assume 
that v( ca ) = I. Since v( c ~) >1 l, this implies that v( c ) >1 1/2. Hence v( a ) <~ 1/2. 
Therefore, v( a + bc ) = v( a ). But this contradicts v( a + bc ) >~ 1. So v( ca ) > l. 
Thus, we get from the determinant that v(c2xl)= l, and since v(c2)>~ l, we 
conclude that v( c ~) = l < k. Moreover, since ~rt l( a + cb )x 3 [see entry (3,2)] 
and v(x 3) = 0, we get that v(a + cb) >~ l = v(cZ). This is a contradiction. II 
REMa/~. In the proof of Proposition 2.1 we have used the minimality of 
the exponent 1to prove that v(xa) = 0. This argument will be frequently used 
to show that the valuation of a number is zero. 
Even when k is minimum, a type I matrix may be similar to a type II 
matrix with exponent less than k. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be as in Proposition 2.1 with k minimum. Then 
A is similar to a type II matrix with exponent l < k i f  and only i fv (a  + bc) <~ 
min(k - 1, v(a), v(c)). 
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Proof. Assume that A is similar to E2(r, s, t) with exponent l < k. We 
may assume that I is minimum. One checks that any change of basis matrix P 
must have the form 
X1 X 2 X 3 
x3a x I + bx 3 X2 ~k + X3C 
a k 
X3C ) 
__(xz + (a + bc)x 3 + b~kx~ (x 1 + bx3)~ k+ c(x2~ k+ x3c ) 
and one finds that the determinant of this matrix is 
(a+bc)x~a(ax3-cx ,  I 
~r t \ ~ -] (mod ~r). 
We may assume that v(x3)= 0. In fact, if v(x3)> 0, then from the (2,2) 
entry above we conclude that v(xl)  > 0. Thus we can replace x 3 by xz/~r, x 1 
by Xl/rr, and l by l -1  in the change of basis matrix. (See Remark after 
Proposition 2.1) This contradicts the minimality of I. Therefore v(x3)= 0. 
Since the determinant is a unit, we conclude that v(a + bc) = l < k. By using 
the (2,1) and (2,3) entries of P, we see that v(c)>~ l and v(a)>~ l. Hence 
v(a + bc) <~ min(k - 1, v(a), v(c)). Conversely, if this condition holds, then 
let v( a + bc ) = l < k. Let P be the matrix 
-b  0 1 
a c 
- -  0 - -  
,/71 ,/?l 
ac a + bc c ~ 
qt .l 71. l ~r l
Here det P = [(a + bc)/~l] 2. Thus P is invertible. Let B = E2(a k- t, b~r k, c) 
with exponent l. Then PA -= BP. • 
We now see that there are similar results for a type II matrix. The proofs 
are based on the same technique as in the previous two propositions. We will 
only sketch the proofs. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be similar to E2( a, b, c) with exponent k. Then k 
is minimum i f  and only i f  v(b)>1 k or v(a)< v(b). 
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Proof. Suppose that k is not minimum, and let 1 < k be such that A is 
similar to E2(r, s, t) with minimum exponent I. Write the general form of a 
change of basis matrix from Ez(a, b,c)  to E2(r, s,t). If the first row is 
v I = (x 1, xz, x3), then the second row v 2 and the third row v 3, will satisfy 
v iA  = ~rZv~ and v~A = v a. The determinant is (b/frl)2XlX2 (mod ~r). From 
the (2,3) entry of the change of basis matrix obtain v (x2)>0.  Use the 
minimality of I to show that both v(xl)  = 0 and v(x3) = 0. Since the determi- 
nant is a unit, v(b) = l < k; and from the (2,1) entry of the change of basis 
matrix we get v(a) >1 1 = v(b). But this contradicts v(b) >1 k or v(a) < v(b). 
Conversely assume that v(a)>~ v(b) and v(b)< k. We show that k is not 
minimum. Let l = v(b) < k. 
Take the invertible matrix 
p= 
1 -c  1 
a 7rk+b 
- -  0 q.?l ,//.l 
~rka ~rk+b 
0 ~l ,ffl 
and B = Ez( aqr k-l ,  b, c) with exponent I. One checks that PA = BP. • 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be as in Proposition 2.3 with k minimum. Then 
A is similar to a matrix of  type I with exponent l < k i f  and only i f  
v(a)<~ min(k - 1, v(c)). 
Proof. Suppose that A is similar to El(r, s, t) with exponent l < k and 
that v(a) > min(k - 1, v(c)). Assume that the first row of the change of basis 
matrix P is v 1 = (x 1, x~, x3). Find the second and third rows v~, v 3 by 
v iA  = v~ and v2A = ~rtv3. By looking at the second row of P, conclude that 
xz + cx 3 is a unit. Hence v(x~) = 0. Moreover, det P = x~(xlb - x~a)/~r t 
(mod ~r); thus either v (a )= l or v(x lb)= I. If v (a )= l < k then v(c)>~ l = 
v(a). This contradicts v(a) > min(k - 1, v(c)). If v(xlb ) = l < k then v(b) < 
k, and by Proposition 2.3 v(a) < v(b) <~ I. But from the (3,1) entry of P we 
must have v( a ) >1 I. 
Conversely, assume that v(a) <~ min(k - 1, v(c)). This implies that v(b) >1 
v(a) and v(c)>1 v(a). (See Proposition 2.3.) Let l = v(a)< k, and take the 
invertible matrix 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 p= 
a b c 
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and B = Ei( a ~r k -  l, blur l, c) with exponent I. Then PA = BP, and A is similar 
to B with l < k. • 
The next proposition gives conditions under which a matrix of type II is 
similar to a type I matrix with the same exponent k. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be as in Proposition 2.4 with v (a )> min(k -  
1, v( c )). Then A is similar to B = El(r, s, t) with the same exponent k i f  and 
only i f  v( c ) >1 k and either v( a ) = k or v( b ) = k. 
Proof. Assume v(c)  >~ k. If v(a)  = k, take the invertible matrix 
p = 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
a b c 
,//.k ,//.k ¢ffk 
If v(b)  = k, let P be 
1 1 0 
0 ~k 1 
a b c 
- -  - -  - -+1 ~k ~k ~k 
Let B = El(a , b/cr k, c) with exponent k. Then in each case, PA = BB. 
Conversely, from the change of basis matrix and its determinant it follows 
by using the techniques we have used before that v(c)  >/k and either v(a)  = k 
or v( b ) = k. • 
In view of the above propositions the following definitions make sense. 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let A be essentially cyclic. A will be called reduced of 
type I if A is similar to Ei(a, b, c) with exponent k where v(a + bc) > min(k 
- 1, v(a), v(c))  and either v(c 2) >~ k or v(a + bc) < v(c2). 
DEFINITION 2.7. If A is essentially cyclic, A will be called reduced of 
type II if A is similar to E2(a, b, c) with exponent k where v(a) > min(k, v(c))  
and either v( b ) > k or v( a ) < v( b ). 
REMAINS. A matrix cannot be simtfltaneously reduced of type I and of 
type II, by Propositions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.5. 
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2.2. Conditions for a Matrix to be Decomposable 
PxaovosirioN 2.8. Let A ~ MN(Q1) be a cyclic matrix. Then A is decom- 
posable i f  and only i f  fA is a product of  two relatively prime polynomials. 
Proof. If fA = fl fz with f l  and f~ relatively prime, then A is decomposa- 
ble, since Qx is a field. 
If A is decomposable, then there exist two polynomials ft and f2 such that 
fA = fl  f~" Let g be the greatest common divisor of fl and f2. We show that 
g = 1. Since A is cyclic, fA is the minimal polynomial of A. Thus the least 
common multiple of f l  and f~ has degree greater or equal than N. Therefore, it
is the product flf2. Thus g = 1. • 
The next propositions are a generalization of Proposition 2.8 when N = 3 
for essentially cyclic matrices. We will use the notation g(x)= x 2 - sx - r. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let A be reduced of  type I with exponent k. Then A is 
decomposable i f  and only i f  fA( X ) = g(X)(X -- t) with v( g( t )) = k and v( r ) >1 k 
and v(s) >1 k. 
Proof. Assume A is a similar to 
0 1 0) 
B= r s 0 • 
0 0 t 
Then fA(X) = g(X)(X -- t). We write the change of basis matrix 
Xl X2 ~3 
rx 2 X 1 + SX 2 x3t 
x (x 1 + sx2) rx 2 + s(x x + sxe) xat ~ 
- '~ 7rk ~k 
Clearly xl is a unit, and we can show that the determinant is 
x~ x3t~ - ~x3 (mod ~). 
~k 
Now since k is minimum, v(xa)= 0 (see Remark after Proposition 2.1). 
Thus we get v(r)>~ k, v(s)>~ k, and v(t2)>~ k. Therefore v(g(t))>~ k, and 
since, v(t ~ - r )= k we obtain v (g( t ) )  = k. 
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Conversely, if v( g( t ) ) = k and A = El( a, b, c ) with exponent k, by 
comparing characteristic polynomials one gets that a~r k = - rt, ¢rkb = r - ts, 
c=s+t .  
Let P be the invertible matrix 
1 0 1 
0 1 t 
r 8 t 2 
~k ~k ~k 
Then PB = AP, where B is the matrix at the beginning of the proof. • 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let A be reduced o f  type I I  with exponent k. Then A 
is decomposable i f  and only i f  fA( X ) = g(X)(X -- t )  with v(g( t ) )  = k = v( r ) 
and v(t)>~ k. 
Proof. Assume A is similar to a matrix in the form 
0. r 0 )  
B= 1 s 0 • 
0 0 t 
Hence fA(X) = g(X)(X -- t). 
We write the change of basis matrix 
p= 
X1 X 2 X 3 
X2 xlr + X2S x3t 
qr k qr k ~7 k 
xlr + x28 x2r + (xlr  + x2s)s  x3 tz 
ql . k  q.i .k  ql. k 
Then det P = x3(xlrTvrk) ~(rood ~r). Thus v(xlr  ) = k. Since k is minimum we 
may assume v(x l )  = 0 (see remark after Proposition 2.1). Thus v(r)  = k. Since 
det P is a unit, we conclude that V(Xz) = 0. Therefore from the (2,3) entry of 
P we get v(t)>~ k. 
Now, 
Thus, v (g ( t ) )  = k. 
v(g( t ) )  = v( t  2 - st - r )  
= min(v( tZ) ,  v(s t ) ,  v ( r ) )  
=v(r ) .  
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Conversely, let P be the invertible matrix 
1 0 1 
r t 
0 ~k ~k 
r ~ t 2 
~k ~k ~k 
If A = Ez(a, b, c) with exponent k, then by comparing characteristic poly- 
nomials we obtain 
aTr k = - rt, b = r - st, c = s + t. 
We can check that PB = AP, where B is the matrix at the beginning of the 
proof. • 
2.3. Coefficients o f  Essentially Cyclic Matrices 
We will study the elements in the third row of an essentially cyclic matrix. 
We will consider the reduced form. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let A = El(a, b, c) be reduced o f  type I o f  exponent 
k. Then A is similar to B = Ex(r, s, t )  with the same exponent k i f  and only i f  
t =- c (mod 7r"), 
r =- a (mod trY(c)+'- k), 
r + st = (a + bc) (mod ~rV(a+bc)+"-k). 
Proof. If A is similar to B, then by comparing characteristic polynomials 
we obtain 
tMC, 
r ~- ft q- ct'ff n -  k 
S ---- b + flTr" - k (rood Ir ") 
for some a, fl ~ Q. From this we get 
r q -s t_~aq-bcq- (aq-c f l )  n -k  
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We will compute a and a + cfl. In order to do this we find a change of 
basis matrix P such that PA = BP. The  rows of P consist of some vectors 
v 1, v~, v 3 such that 
191A = 192, 
v2A = ~r% 3. 
Assume that 1)1 = (Xl, x2, x3). Then 
v iA  = (xaa , x l  + x3b,  ~kx 2 + cx3)  = v2, 
v2A=(a(~'kx2+cx3) ,xaa+b(erkx2+cxa) ,~rk(x l+x3b )
Now ff we compute v2A/z r  k, we obtain v 3 (mod qrn-k). Thus, to get !) 3 (mod 
,r n) we must add to each coordinate some mtdtiple of ,r"-k. Therefore a 
change of basis matrix P will have first row v 1 and second row v iA ,  and the 
third row must be of the form 
cx3 ]+ (a + bc)x3 
a(x~ + rr k ] ~r k 
+ bx 2 + 71¢r n -k ,  
c2x3 k 
x 1 + bx 3 + cx 2 + -7  + 3,,r n -  , 
where X, ~/, T ~ Q. 
Now from PA = BP we obtain the following system: 
XlOt + af lx  3 + cA = ay, 
x2a + ( x l  + x3b )f l  + cB = X + by ,  
( a + cfl )x  3 = 0 (mod ~rk). 
By  combining the two first equations and using the fact that 
v((a + bc)x3)>~ k (see the second entry in the third row of e above), we 
obtain the new system 
Xx(a + c f l ) -  (a  + bc)7  + ca + c~ - O, 
( a + cB )x  a - 0 (mod ~rk). 
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If v(x3) = 0 then a + cfl = 0 (mod ~r k) and a = 0 (mod ~rv(c)). Thus 
r = a (mod , lrv(c)+n- k ), 
r + st - a + bc (mod ~r"). 
Assume then v(xl)  = 0. We have two cases: 
(1) Assume v(a + bc) >1 k. We show that v(c z) >t k. In fact, ff v(c 2) < k 
then v(a + bc)< v(c2), by Proposition 2.1. Thus v(a + bc)< k, which is a 
contradiction. In this case we get a = 0 (mod ~r v(c~) and a + cfl = 0 (mod ~rk). 
(2) Assume v(a + bc) < k. By Definition 2.6, v(a + bc) > min(k - 
1, v( a ), v( c )). Hence v( a + bc ) > min(v(a),  v( c )). We show that v( a ) >1 v( c ). 
If v(a)  < v(c) then v(a + bc) = v(a) > min(v(a),  v(c)) = v(a). This is a 
contradiction. Therefore v( a + bc ) > v( c ). 
Now ff v(c ~) >1 k, we obtain from the first equation of the system that 
a -= 0 (mod ~r ~(~)), 
a+ cfl = 0 (mod ~v(a+bc)). 
If v(c 2) < k, then by Proposition 2.1, v(a + bc) < v(cZ). Thus 
a = 0 (mod ~r ~(~)), 
a + c/3 = 0 (mod ~rV(~+bc~). 
Therefore we have proved that 
r = a (mod ~r v~c~+"- k), 
r + st = (a + bc) (mod ~rV(~+b~+n-k). 
Conversely, ff these relations hold, one shows that 
r = a + ucer n - k, 
s=b(X  + p~rn-k)+(a---Pc - -u l~r° -k ,  p ,u~Q.  
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We will show that A is similar to B = El(r,  s, c) with exponent k. Let 
p = 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
(P -~-u)~r  " -k  0 l+pTr  " -k  
An easy computation shows that PA = BP. 
We now show a similar proposition for a type II  matrix. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let  A = E2(a, b, c) be a reduced matrix o f  type I I  
with exponent k. Then A is similar to B = E2( r, s, t )  with the same exponent k 
i f  and only i f  
t = c (mod ~") ,  
s = b (mod 7r"), 
r -= a (mod ~r"-k+vtb~). 
Proof. Suppose that A is similar to B. Then the characteristic polynomi- 
als give the following relations: 
t=_c, 
s=-b ,  
r = a + art n - k, a~Q.  
We will f ind the value of a. As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, we find the 
change of basis matrix P. If the first row is v 1 = (x 1, x 2, x3), the second row 
will be v lA /~rk+(~,~,y)~r" -k=vz ,  where X,7 / ,T~ Q, and the third row 
will be v 3 = v~A. 
From PA = BP we get the following system: 
ax x + b~t = O, 
aX 2 ~ O, 
ax z = 0 (mod Irk). 
We may assume v(a)  < k. Therefore x 2 and x 3 are nonunits. Thus v(x l )  = 0 
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and a=- (X /X l )  b (mod ~rk). Hence r -a  (mod ~r"-k+v(b)). Assume now 
that 
t=c ,  
s -b ,  
r =- a + mbrr ~ - k, m ~ Q. 
Let P be the invertible matrix 
( 1 
_ m~rn-  k 1 
0 0 
Then PA = BP. • 
2.4. The Transpose of a Nondecomposable, Non-Essentially-Cyclic Matrix 
The next proposition shows when the transpose of a non-essentiaUy-cyclic 
matrix is essentially cyclic. We will need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let A be essentially cyclic of  type I. Then tA is essentially 
cyclic. 
Proof. If A is of type I, then A is similar to Ex(a, b, c) of exponent k. Let 
B be the transpose of El(a, b, c). Then tA is similar to B. One checks that the 
matrix B - cI is essentially cyclic. In effect, the vector e a is essentially cyclic 
for this matrix. Therefore tA is essentially cyclic. • 
The following is a very technical emma about a particular matrix that 
tunas out to be one exception to the general conditions we study in Proposi- 
tion 2.15. The proof is quite similar to the proof of the Proposition and may 
be found in [6, Lemma 4.19]. 
L~.ra~ 2.14. 
the matrix 
Suppose that the index [Q: P] = 2 and that A is similar to 
0 1 O)  
~rn- I w~n-  k -  I ~k  , 
0 0 0 
where v(w)  = 0, k < n - 1 < 2k, and n - k - 1 < v(2)+ k /2  i f  v(2) ~< n - k 
- 1. Then A is not essentially cyclic in M n. However, tA is essentially cyclic. 
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PROPOSITION 2.15. Except in the case covered by Lemma 2.14, a matrix 
is essentially cyclic unless tA is similar to E2(O, O, z) with exponent k, where 
n - k ~< v(z )< k and v (z )< k /2+ v(2) i f  v(2)<., v(z).  
Proof. Suppose that A is not essentially cyclic. Then by Lemma 2.13, tA 
must be of type II. Let us assume that tA is similar to E2(x, y, z)  with 
exponent k, where k is minimum. The matrix A is then similar to the 
transpose of E2(x,y, z). Now if v(x )< n, then e 1 is essentially cyclic for A. 
Thus we must have v(x) >~ n and A = rE2(0 , y, Z) .  If v(z)  >~ k, then e a is an 
essentially cyclic vector, since v(y)>~ k. Therefore, we get that v (z )< k. 
Assume now that v(y )< n or v(z )< n -  k. Then A-  uTrkI is essentially 
cyclic, where v(u)= 0. To see this, we first show that A is similar to 
0 1 O) 
B= y z ~r k 
0 0 0 
In fact, we can take the change of basis matrix 
(00 i) P= 0 1 
1 0 
and we get PA = BP. It is easy to see that the vector ( -  z + u~rk)el + e 2 + 
(1 /u )e  3 is essentially cyclic for B - urrkI. Since A is not essentially cyclic 
(modulo scalars), this is a contradiction. Hence v( y ) >i n and v( z ) >~ n - k. 
Finally assume that v(2)~< v(z)  and v(z)>1 k /2+ v(2). Then one checks 
that the matrix A - ( z /2 ) I  is essentially cyclic with e 1 as an essentially cyclic 
vector. Therefore, if v(2)~< v(z)  then v(z )< k /2+ v(2). 
Conversely, suppose that tA is similar to E2(0, 0, z) with exponent k with 
n - k <~ v(z)  < k and v(z)  < k /2  + v(2) if v(2) ~< v(z). We ~ show that A 
is not essentially cyclic over M n. 
By taking y = 0 (mod ~r n) in the matrix B above, we see that A is similar 
to 010) 
0 z *r k • 
0 0 0 
We will call this matrix A in the rest of the proof. Let us suppose that there is 
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some h ~ Q such that A + hi is essentially cyclic of type I of exponent I. We 
write the change of basis matrix P 
X 1 X 2 X 3 
xth x I + x~( z + h) x~ k + x3h 
xxh 2 (z+2h) (x l+xaz)+x2h 2 ~k[x l+x~(z+2h) ]+x3ha 
Here 
~T k 
dete=x~[x  l+x~(z  +2h)]~- T (mod~r). 
Therefore k = I, and we get that 2v(h)>~ k, since ~r k I xlh ~ and V(Xl)= 0. 
Hence 
v(2h)>~k/2+v(2)  and v(z+2h)>~k.  
Suppose that v(2)~< v(z). Then v(z /2 )< k/2 .  Therefore v(h)= v(z/2) ,  
since ~r kl(z +2h). But this contradicts v(h)>~ k/2.  If v(2)> v(z), then 
v(2h)> v( z ). Therefore, v( z +2h)= v( z ) >~ k. This contradicts v( z ) < k. 
Hence A + hi cannot be of type I. 
Suppose now that A + hi is of type II of exponent I. We write the change 
of basis matrix P, 
XI  X 2 X 3 
xlh x 1 + x2( z + h) x2~r k+ x3h 
,ffl ~Tl q?l 
Xlh+(z+h ) (x2~rk+x3h)h 
xlh 2 ×[xt+xz(z+h) ]  +~rk[x l+x2(z+h) ]  
~Fl q?l qr I 
SO 
[ Xl h ~z 
det P = / ~ ] x3 (mod ~r). 
Hence x 3 is a unit and v(xlh ) = 1. Since v(xx) > 0, we get v(h) < I. 
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If l ~< k, then v(h) < k, and from v(xz~r k + x3h ) >~ l [see (2,3) entry of P] 
we get v(h)>~l. This contradicts v (h )< l .  If l>k  then v(h)>~ k. But 
v(x 1 + xu(z + h))>~ 1 implies that v(xl)>~ v(z). Therefore, l = v(xlh)>~ v(z) 
+ v(h) >1 v(z)+ k >~ n. This is a contradiction, since l < n. Thus there is no 
h ~ Q such that A + hi is essentially cyclic. • 
REMAar. We observe that the condition  - k <~ v(z) < k in Proposition 
2.15 holds if and only if n < 2k. This fact enables us to write the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.16. Assume that A is a 3 × 3 matrix with entries in Q, and 
let A be similar to J (mod ~r). Then either A is decomposable or there exists n o 
such that A is essentially cyclic over Mno. 
2.5. The Similarity Classes in M~ 
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.17. Let A be a 3 × 3 matrix with entries in Q ( mod rr ~ ), then 
A belongs to one and only one of the following similarity classes (modulo 
scalars): 
(1) Decomposable. 
(2) Cyclic Either fa is irreducible (mod ~r), or ff fA = flf~ (mod ~r), then 
~, ~ are not relatively prime. (See Proposition 2.8.) 
(3) Reduced essentially cyclic of type I of  exponent k. El(a, b, c) with 
v(a + bc) > min(k - 1, v(a), v(c)) and either v(a + bc) < v(c z) or v(c 2) >1 k. 
If ~(x )=g(x) (x - t )  where g(x)=x2- rx -s  (mod ~rn), then either 
v (g( t ) )  :~ k or v(r)< k or v(s)< k. (See Definition 2.6 and Proposition 2.9.) 
For the coefficients a, b, c, see Proposition 2.11. 
(4) Reduced essentially cyclic of type II with exponent k. E2(a, b, c) 
with v (a )> min(k,v(c)) and either v (b )> k or v (a )< v(b). If fA(X)= 
g(x)(x- - t ) ,  then either v(g( t ) )~k  or v( t )<k .  (See Definition 2.7 and 
Proposition 2.10.) For a, b, c see Proposition 2.12. 
(5) tA essentially cyclic of exponent k, tA = E2(O,O, z) with n - k ~ v(z) 
< k. If v(2)~ v(z) then v (z )< k /2+ v(2). (See Proposition 2.15.) When 
[Q: P] = 2, see Lemma 2.14. 
I would like to express my appreciation to the referee for his valuable 
comments and suggestions. 
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